INBOUND

**CLARKSBURG BUSES  240-740-4720**

ROUTE 2807  7:20  HALLIE WELLS MS

ROUTE 2871  6:45  CEDAR GROVE ES
            6:58  BAKER MS

**SHADY GROVE SOUTH BUSES  240-740-6210**

ROUTE 5807  6:26  GAITHERSBURG HS
            6:38  FLOWER HILL ES
            6:47  MONTGOMERY VILLAGE MS
            7:14  NEELSVILLE MS

ROUTE 5904  6:33  RIDGEVIEW MS
            6:42  NORTHWEST HS
            6:57  CLEMENTE MS
            7:08  ML KING MS

OUTBOUND

**CLARKSBURG BUSES  240-740-4720**

ROUTE 2803  2:48  CEDAR GROVE ES

ROUTE 2815  3:00  BAKER MS

ROUTE 2821  3:00  ML KING MS
            3:10  CLEMENTE MS
            3:20  NORTHWEST HS

ROUTE 2856  3:01  RIDGEVIEW MS

ROUTE 2863  2:53  HALLIE WELLS MS

**SHADY GROVE BUSES  240-740-6210**

ROUTE 5845  2:52  NEELSVILLE MS
            3:16  GAITHERSBURG HS
            3:29  MONTGOMERY VILLAGE MS

ROUTE 5896  2:58  FLOWER HILL ES